
HOW TO TAKE PHOTOS & VIDEO AT A TT INTENSIVE  
 
First, please note that any and all photo and video that includes Tom needs to be run by Emily 
before it’s posted publicly.  Images of the work itself may be posted, but if it’s being used for the 
purpose of advertising the TT Studio, again, it needs to be run by Emily first please! 
 
In order for us to use photos of the class and the performers, all attendees must sign and initial 
the sign in sheet where we ask for their permission.  If someone specifically requests that their 
photo not be taken, we need to respect this, so please check out the sign in sheet and 
communicate with Emily regarding any attendees who ask not to be photographed. It’s unusual 
for this to happen - but it can happen. 
 
PREP: 
 
Watch the BRIEF videos under “SET UP” below to make sure you’re up to speed on the best 
ways to shoot HD video and photography on an iPhone XR.  
 
Before Tom arrives use your own phone and a friend to test the lighting in the space.  Some 
venues have lots of natural light - some require stage lighting exclusively - so we need to make 
sure a person standing on stage area is well lit -- but that the lights are not so bright that th 
subject gets totally washed out.  So please snap a few example shots and take some example 
video and text it to Emily at 310-980-4504.  Best to do this first thing in the morning when you 
arrive. 
 
When Tom arrives - ask him for the iPhone used for taking photos (he will have at least one 
phone to give you - sometimes two)  Code to open phone is 720972 
 
SET UP: 
 
Make sure the phone is connected to wifi on the space - otherwise, go to settings and turn wifi 
off so we use the phone data to send / receive  
 
Make sure the camera is set to record HD video. Watch this video to learn how. 
 
Make sure the camera is set to take HD photos. Watch this video from 3:40 - 6:40 (3 mins) for a 
quick overview of how to use the iPhone XR camera app most effectively. 
*In particular, play around with the “burst” feature that shoots many photos at a time to 
effectively capture a moving subject. 
 
Make sure you have the entire box of items that goes with the phone and that it’s fully charged 
(the charger is in the box but it should be charged) 
 

https://www.ikream.com/2019/11/how-to-shoot-4k-videos-on-apple-iphone-xr-32006
https://youtu.be/EKk8D20vMTs


AT THE END OF THE FIRST DAY - PLEASE CHARGE THE PHONE SO IT’S READY FOR 
DAY TWO! 
 
IMPORTANT: AT END OF SECOND DAY - GIVE THE PHONE BACK TO TOM BEFORE HE 
LEAVES!! 
 
 
TAKING PHOTOS/VIDEO 
 
Take Photos while each Performance is happening AND during brief “Photo Call” following each 
performance. 
 
What’s a Photo Call?  By this, we mean -- once the Performer is done with his / her performance 
-- you will have some time to shoot a bunch of photos - including coming up on stage and 
walking all around the performer.  
 
 
We need photos of: 

- Each Performer!!! (Most important!) 
- Tom coaching students (ideally image has both him and the actor in the shot) 
- GROUP PHOTO BY THE END OF BOTH DAYS!!  
- AS YOU ARE TAKING PHOTOS - text your favs to Emily at 310-980-4504.  Do this 

while the performer is still on the stage, in case there’s any adjustments that need to be 
made. 

 
We need video of: 

- IMPORTANT: VIDEOS MUST BE TAKEN HOLDING THE PHONE HORIZONTALLY - 
NOT VERTICALLY, PLEASE :) 

- Video of Tom coaching / speaking - with the actor in the shot or Tom on his own  
- Video Tom working with an actor on stage  
- If you have time -- a few VIDEO TESTIMONIALS!  On a break - grab one of the 

performers that just worked with Tom and ask “Hey, we’d love a video testimonial from 
you!  Can you take a minute and tell us - how was your experience working on the class 
today?”  What did you love?  What did you learn?” 
WE DO NOT NEED VIDEO OF THE ACTORS PERFORMING - ONLY WHEN 
INTERACTING WITH TOM….OR VIDEO OF TOM COACHING THEM / TALKING TO 
THE GROUP. 

 
THINGS TO REMEMBER: 

- Plan to take around 100+ photos of each Performer -- just shoot MUCH more than you 
think you need.   As you’re shooting them - select some favorites and text them to Emily 
at 310-980-4504 to make sure you’re on the right track. 

- Photos should not all be shot from the exact same angle - change it up 



- Actors need to have eyes open and faces turned mostly toward the camera  
- Shoot a variety of sizes -- start with WIDE ANGLE.  Get closer for HALF BODY 

shot.  Get very close for CLOSE UP.  Do this from all sides.  Move All Around the 
performer to get cool images that tie in the performer / Tom / audience. 

- If an actor moves around too much and you don’t get a strong photo of him/ her - make 
sure you get the images you need during the photo call after each performance. We 
must have strong photos of each Performer, it’s never OK to say you couldn’t get a 
photo because someone was moving too much -- you need to let Tom know if a subject 
is moving too much or if the light is not great etc….so don’t be shy, speak up! :) 

- IMPORTANT: We must have photos of the “Coached” version of the performance.  By 
this we mean : make sure that if Tom asks him/her to do something that’s visually 
different, like take off a jacket or stand instead of sit - that THATS the image we 
capture.  The “coached” version :) 

 
IF POSSIBLE!  By end of each day (if you don’t have time - it’s all good) 
Upload the photos you’ve taken to our Flickr account via the app on the phone: 

- Select the photos  
- Click on the upload / send icon  
- Select the flickr app (it’s white with a pink and blue dot) 
- Title the images with the name of the actor / actors 
- Press blue “done” button 
- Go to bottom right corner of the page to the icon for albums  
- Scroll to the album that says your city and dates and select it  
- Hit upload  

If this is too tricky - that’s OK - but it’s super helpful if you’re able to do this! 
 
 
 
THANKS FOR READING! 
 
SCROLL DOWN FOR EXAMPLES OF STRONG PHOTOS - ALL SHOT ON IPHONE! 
 
THIS IS WHAT YOU’RE GOING FOR! 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 





 





 



 





 



 
 
 
 
 
 


